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ABSTRACT
We report our photometric and spectroscopic follow-up observations of the superoutbursts of three dwarf novae
(GWAC180415A, GWAC181017A and GWAC181211A) identified independently by the Ground Wide-angle Cameras
system, one of the ground-based instruments of the China-France SVOM mission. Based on a combination of our
photometry and that taken from the AAVSO, our period analysis of the superhumps enables us to determine the mass
ratios to be 0.0967-0.1163, 0.1879-0.1883 and 0.0981-0.1173 for GWAC180415A, GWAC181017A and GWAC181211A,
respectively. GWAC180415A can be firmly identified as a WZ sge-type dwarf novae due to its long duration (∼ 2
weeks) multiple rebrightenings with amplitudes of 3-4 magnitudes, the early superhump associated with a double-wave
modulation and the low mass ratio. The inferred low mass ratio and location in the ε − Porb diagram suggest that
GWAC181211A is a WZ sge-type dwarf novae candidate. The measured Balmer decrements suggest the Balmer line
emission is produced from an optical thick region in GWAC180415A and GWAC181017A, and from an optical thin
region in GWAC181211A.
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telescopes
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are semi-detached bina-
ries that consist of a white dwarf (WD, the primary)
and a low-mass star (the secondary or donor); see Waner
(1995) for a comprehensive review. The secondary is ei-
ther a low-mass main sequence star or a brown dwarf
(BD). An accretion disk is formed around the WD from
matter lost by the donor through the inner Lagrangian
point, resulting in an outburst due to a thermal in-
stability in the disk (e,g, Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister
1981; Osaki 1989, 1996; Lasota 2001). Because of their
bright outbursts, CVs are important optical transients
for on-going and future ground-based time-domain sur-
veys (e.g., Vestrand et al. 2004; Burd et al. 2015; Ivezic
et al. 2008; Shappee et al. 2014; Chambers et al. 2016;
Wei et al. 2016; Tonry et al. 2018; Graham et al. 2019).
For instance, Breedt et al. (2014) released a catalog of
1000 CVs detected by the Catalina Real-Time Transient
Survey (CRTS).
With U Geminorum (U Gem) star as a prototype,
Dwarf Novae (DNe) having relatively small mass-
transfer rate are an important subset of CVs. Based on
their outburst phenomena and parameters (e.g., orbital
period, outburst amplitude and outburst frequency),
there are mainly three sub-types of DNe. Among these,
the SU UMa-type DNe exhibit both frequent short out-
bursts lasting a few days and occasional superoutbursts
with a duration of a couple of weeks. The orbital period
of the SU UMa-type DNe are typically short, usually
below the well-known 2-3 hours period gap (e.g., Ritter
& Kolb 2003; Wu et al. 1995). In addition, a super-
hump with a period longer than the orbital period by
a few percent is identified in the SU UMa-type DNe
without exception. The superhump is well explained
by the dynamical precession of a quasi-elliptic disk due
to an expansion beyond the 3:1 resonance radius (e.g.,
Vogt 1982, Whitehurst 1988, Oskai 1989, Osaki & Kato
2013).
The so-called WZ Sge-type objects are the SU UMa-
type DNe with extremely long intervals between super-
outbursts that is related to mass transfer (see a com-
prehensive review by Kato 2015). In contrast to other
SU UMa-type DNe, the WZ Sge-type DNe show super-
outbursts with amplitudes of 6-8 mag, small mass ratio
and extremely short period. Some WZ Sge-type DNe
exhibit multiple rebrightenings after a dip (e.g., Imada
et al. 2006; Patterson et al. 2002; Meyer & Meyer-
Hofmeister 2015). The orbital period of a majority of
WZ Sge-type DNe is <0.06 day (≃ 87 minutes), and
the mass ratio q is typically smaller than 0.1, which im-
plies a degenerate BD as the companion. In fact, the
evolutionary model of CVs predicts that ∼ 40 − 70%
of CVs should have a BD companion and have passed
the orbital period minimum, i.e., “period bouncer” (e.g.,
Kolb 1993; Howell et al. 1997; Gansicke et al. 2009;
Knigge et al. 2011; Goliasch & Nelson 2015; Pala et
al. 2018). This predicted fraction is, however, much
larger than the value (∼ 15%) determined from obser-
vations (e.g., Savoury et al. 2011), although a few of
BD secondary stars have been indeed been identified
by infrared spectroscopy in some previous studies (e.g.,
Ciardi et al. 1998; Littlefair et al. 2000, 2003, 2013;
Howell & Ciardi 2001; Mennickent et al. 2004; Aviles et
al. 2010; Longstaff et al. 2019). A donor with a mass as
low as 0.0436± 0.0020M⊙ was spectroscopically identi-
fied in the eclipsing CV SDSS J105754.25+275947.5 by
McAllister et al. (2017). The extreme low mass ratio
makes WZ Sge-type DNe special in two ways: 1) the ap-
pearance of an inclination-dependent early superhump
caused by the 2:1 resonance (e.g., Lin & Papaloizou
1979; Osaki & Myer 2003); and 2) the “period bounce”
after passing the period minimum.
Here we report our follow-up photometry and spec-
troscopy of three DN’s superoutbursts first detected by
the ASAS-SN survey (Shappee et al. 2014) but inde-
pendently identified in 2018 by the Ground Wide-Angle
Cameras system (GWAC; Wei et al. 2016; Turpin et
al. 2019), enabling us to identify two of them as new
WZ Sge-type objects. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the designation and current status
of the GWAC system. The discovery and follow-up ob-
servations, along with data reduction, are presented in
Sections 3. Sections 4 shows the observational results,
paying attention to our period analysis. We discuss the
implications in Section 5.
2. GWAC SYSTEM
As one of the ground facilities of SVOM1, GWAC
is designed not only to observe the prompt emission
of GRBs in optical bands, but also to independently
detect optical transients with a high cadence. The
total GWAC system will comprise 36 cameras, cover-
ing a total Field-of-View (FoV) of 5400deg2, and sev-
eral additional follow-up telescopes. At the current
stage,16 cameras have been deployed at Xinglong Obser-
vatory, National Astronomical Observatories (NAOC).
Thanks to the large sky coverage of the system, each
GWAC camera is capable of independently searching
for optical transients in the sky. Dedicated algorithms
were developed to reduce data and to identify triggers
1 SVOM is a China-France satellite mission dedicated to the
detection and study of Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). Please see
White Paper given in Wei et al. (2016) for details.
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promptly. The follow-up telescopes that are deployed
beside the GWAC cameras include two 60cm telescopes
(GWAC-F60A and GWAC-F60B) and one 30cm tele-
scope (GWAC-F30, Xin et al. 2019). The follow-up deep
imaging and spectroscopy can be carried out through
Target of Opportunity observations by the NAOC 2.16m
telescope (Fan et al. 2016) at Xinglong observatory and
by the Lijiang 2.4m telescope (LJT) at Gaomeigu obser-
vatory. We refer the readers to Appendix for a detailed
description of the GWAC system.
3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
3.1. Independent Discovery by GWAC
The log of the three optical transients, i.e., GWAC180415A,
GWAC181017A and GWAC181211A, independently
discovered by the GWAC’s cameras is presented in Ta-
ble 1. The UT discovery time is listed in Column (2).
Column (7) and (8) respectively give the G-band bright-
ness and distance of the quiescent counterparts, ex-
tracted from the Gaia DR2 catalog (Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2018). The typical localization error determined
from the GWAC images is about 2′′ in all three cases.
The shape of the image profile of the three triggers is
very similar to the point-spread-function (PSF) of the
nearby bright objects, suggesting with high probability
that they are not hot pixels. The three transients did
not show any apparent motion among the several con-
secutive images. There are also no known minor planets
or comets within a radius of 15′. Also, no known vari-
able stars or CVs can be found in SIMBAD around the
transient positions within 1′.
Aperture photometry is carried out for each frame by
a dedicated on-line pipeline. The flux calibration was
based on the nearby stars listed in the USNO B1.0 cat-
alog. As an illustration, Table 2 shows an example of
the photometric results of GWAC180415A. Column (1)
lists the modified Julian date (MJD) at the beginning of
the exposure. The calibrated magnitudes in R-band and
corresponding uncertainties are tabulated in Columns
(2) and (3), respectively.
3.2. Follow-up Photometry and Data Reduction
We monitored the optical brightness of the three tran-
sients in standard Johnson-Bessell B, V , R and I-bands
by using the GWAC-F60A/B telescopes and the 0.76 m
Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT) at Lick
Observatory after the discovery. Both GWAC-F60A and
GWAC-F60B telescopes, operated jointly by NAOC and
Guangxi University, are identical. Each telescope is
equipped with an Andor 2048×2048 CCD as a detec-
tor mounted at the Cassegrian focus. This setup finally
results in a FoV of 19′.
The exposure times are 20-90 seconds depending on
the brightness of the objects, the used filter and the
weather condition. The typical seeing was 2-3′′ during
our observations.
Raw images taken with the GWAC-F60A/B tele-
scopes were reduced by following the standard routine
in the IRAF2 package, including bias and flat-field cor-
rections. The dark-current correction was ignored since
its impact on the photometry was negligible once the
CCD was cooled down to -60◦C.
After standard aperture photometry, absolute pho-
tometric calibration was performed based upon sev-
eral nearby comparison stars whose magnitudes in the
Johnson-Cousins system were transformed from the
SDSS Data Release 14 catalog through the Lupton
(2005) transformation3. An automatic image-reduction
pipeline (Ganeshalingam et al. 2010; Stahl et al. 2019),
including bias and flat-field corrections and an astromet-
ric solution, was used to reduce the raw images taken by
KAIT. PSF photometry was then performed by using
the DAOPhot from the IDL Astronomy Users Library.
An example of the follow-up photometry without cor-
rection for Galactic extinction is listed in Table 3 for
GWAC180415A. Column (1) lists the MJD at the be-
ginning of the exposure. The filter is given in Column
(2). The calibrated magnitudes and the corresponding
1σ uncertainties are tabulated in Columns (3) and (4),
respectively. Column (5) lists the used telescope.
3.3. Follow-up Spectroscopic Observations and Data
Reduction
After the detection of each of the three transients,
long-slit spectroscopy was carried out in multiple epochs
by the following telescopes: 1) LJT at Yunnan Obser-
vatory, 2) NAOC 2.16m telescope at Xinglong Observa-
tory, and 3) Shane 3m telescope at Lick Observatory.
A log of the spectroscopic observations is presented in
Table 4.
The long-slit spectra taken by LJT use the Yunnan
Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (YFOSC; Fan
et al. 2015) that is equipped with a back-illuminated
2048×4096 E2V42-90 CCD as a detector. The grating
G14 and a 2.5′′ slit oriented in the south-north direction
were used. This setup results in a spectral resolution
of ∼11A˚ as measured from the sky emission lines and
comparison lamps, and provides a wavelength coverage
2 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomical
Observatories, which are operated by the Association of Universi-
ties for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement
with the National Science Foundation.
3 http://www.sdss.org/dr6/algorithms/sdssUBVRITransform.html
#Lupton2005.
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Table 1. Log of the three optical transients independently discovered by the GWAC cameras
ID UT Time R.A. Dec Other name Quiescent counterpart G-band d
mag pc
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
GWAC20180415A 15:30:19 12:08:57.3 19:16:54 ASASSN-18fk . SDSS J120857.3+191656.5 . . . . 19.564 ± 0.005 340.4+112.2
−68.2
GWAC20181017A 13:55:00 02:25:06.4 08:06:39 ASASSN-18xt . AllWISEJ022506.37+080638.4 20.190 ± 0.017 . . . . . . . . . . .
GWAC20181211A 12:34:53 01:48:23.3 -00:48:07 ASASSN-18abn SDSS J014823.29-004807.4 . . . . 20.536 ± 0.014 572.7+593.5
−269.2
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Table 2. GWAC photometric results of GWAC180415A in
R−band
MJD Brightness Error
day mag mag
(1) (2) (3)
58223.660700 14.81 0.38
58223.662088 14.82 0.43
58223.664345 15.17 0.37
58223.664693 14.87 0.41
58223.666777 14.93 0.38
58223.668512 15.00 0.41
58223.669206 15.22 0.37
58223.669380 15.13 0.37
58223.671811 15.20 0.38
58223.674000 15.26 0.38
Table 3. An example of multi-wavelength photometric re-
sults of the follow-up observations of GWAC180415A.
MJD Filter Brightness Error Telescope
day mag mag
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
58225.245424 B 14.94 0.05 GWAC-F60A
58225.246134 B 15.04 0.05 GWAC-F60A
58225.247553 B 15.00 0.05 GWAC-F60A
58225.248263 B 15.01 0.05 GWAC-F60A
58225.248972 B 14.99 0.05 GWAC-F60A
58225.249681 B 15.11 0.04 GWAC-F60A
58225.250390 B 15.02 0.04 GWAC-F60A
58225.251100 B 15.07 0.04 GWAC-F60A
58225.251809 B 15.09 0.04 GWAC-F60A
58225.276204 B 15.12 0.06 GWAC-F60A
from 3250A˚ to 7500A˚. The wavelength calibration was
carried out with the iron-argon comparison lamps.
The long-slit spectra taken with the NAOC 2.16m
telescope use either the Optomechanics Research
(OMR) Inc. Spectrograph or the Beijing Faint Object
Spectrograph and Camera (BFOSC). The OMR spec-
trograph is equipped with a back-illuminated SPEC
1340×400 pixels CCD as a detector. The grating of
300grooves mm−1 blazed at 6000A˚ and a slit of a width
of 2′′ oriented in the south-north direction were used,
giving a spectral resolution of ∼10A˚. Helium-argon com-
parison lamps were adopted for the wavelength calibra-
Table 4. Log of spectroscopic observations
Transients Date Exposure ∆λ Telescope/Spectrograph
seconds A˚
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
GWAC180415A 2018-04-16UT16:00 750 10 LJT/YFOSC
2018-04-16UT18:00 900 10 LJT/YFOSC
2018-04-20 2400 10 2.16m telescope/OMR
2018-04-23 2400 10 2.16m telescope/OMR
2018-05-03 1800 2.5 2.16m telescope/BFOSC
GWAC181017A 2018-10-17 1800 10 2.16m telescope/OMR
GWAC181211A 2018-12-12 1800 10 2.16m telescope/BFOSC
2018-12-14 1200 10 2.16m telescope/BFOSC
2018-12-19 1800 10 2.16m telescope/BFOSC
2019-01-04 1800 12 Shane telescope/Kast
tions. The BFOSC spectrograph is equipped with a
back-illuminated E2V55-30 AIMO CCD. With a slit
width of 1.8′′ oriented in the south-north direction,
the spectral resolutions are ∼ 10A˚ and ∼ 2.5A˚ with
gratings G4 and G8, respectively. The corresponding
wavelength coverage are 3850-8000A˚ and 5800-8000A˚.
The wavelength calibrations were carried out with the
iron-argon comparison lamps.
The spectrum of GWAC181211A on 4 January 2019
was taken with the Kast spectrograph mounted on
the 3m Shane telescope at Lick Observatory. Grism
600/4310 was used on the blue side (1860 s) and grating
300/7500 was used on the red side (1800 s). The slit
width was 2′′, resulting in a spectral resolution of ∼ 5A˚
and ∼ 12A˚ on the blue and red sides, respectively.
All the spectra were obtained as close to meridian as
possible, to minimize the effects of atmospheric disper-
sion. The Lick/Kast slit was oriented along the parallac-
tic angle 209◦ at an airmass of 1.4. In all but one case,
the flux calibrations were carried out with observations
of Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) standard
stars (Massey et al. 1998); no standard stars were ob-
served on 03 May 2018 when the GWAC180415A spec-
trum was taken.
Standard procedures were adopted to reduce the two-
dimensional spectra using the IRAF package, including
bias subtraction and flat-field correction. All of the ex-
tracted one-dimensional spectra were then calibrated in
wavelength and in flux by the corresponding compari-
son lamp and standards, except for the GWAC180415A
spectrum taken on 03 May 2018. The accuracy of
wavelength calibration is better than 1A˚ for the OMR,
YFOSC and Kast spectra, and better than 2A˚ for the
BFOSC spectra. The telluric A-band (7600-7630 A˚) and
B-band (around 6860A˚) features due to O2 molecules
was removed from many (but not all) of the spectra us-
ing observations of the corresponding standard.
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
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4.1. Photometric light curves
The combined multiwavelength light curves are re-
spectively shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 for GWAC180415A,
GWAC181017A and GWAC181211A. In addition to the
photometric results obtained from the GWAC cameras,
GWAC-F60A/B telescopes and KAIT, the results ex-
tracted from the American Association of Variable Star
Observers (AAVSO) websit4 are also overplotted. When
compared to the brightness of the corresponding coun-
terparts in the quiescent state (i.e., Column (7) in Table
1), all three transients reveal a superoutburst with not
only an amplitude ≥ 6 mag but also a duration longer
than two weeks, typical of WZ Sge-type DNe. The ob-
served superoutburst phenomenon is described for each
transient as follows.
4.1.1. GWAC180415A
The very bright transient ASAS-SN 18fk, with a peak
of V ≈ 12 mag, was reported on 17 March 2018 by
the ASAS-SN survey (Shappee et al. 2014). Unfortu-
nately, that sky position was not covered by the GWAC
cameras until 15 April 2018. The light curve (Fig. 1)
shows a long-duration (∼ 2 weeks) rebrightening consist-
ing of several outbursts with an amplitude of 3-4 mag,
strongly suggesting that this object is a WZ Sge-type
DN. Our observations and resulted light curves are con-
sistent with the study done by Pavlenko et al. (2019).
ASAS-SN 18fk has been observed immediately after the
discovery by Pavlenko et al. (2019). Their observations
were carried out with 18 telescopes located at 15 obser-
vatories during 70 nights in unfiltered light. As same
as our light curves, their light curve clearly shows six
rebrightenings.
4.1.2. GWAC181017A
This transient with a brightness of 15.59 mag (ASAS-
SN18xt) was first discovered by the ASAS-SN survey
on 10 October 2018, earlier than the first detection by
the GWAC system by 7 days. The exponential decay is
well sampled for this transient by the GWAC-F60A tele-
scope. We do not plot the photometric results given by
the GWAC’s cameras because the signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) is marginal for this transient.
4.1.3. GWAC181211A
A “text-book” light curve, including early raise,
power-law decay, and subsequent exponential decay,
has been obtained for this transient. The good sam-
pling after the dip by the GWAC-F60A/B telescopes
4 https://www.aavso.org/.
AAVSO V-band
GWAC
GWAC-F60A V-band
0 10 20 30 40 50
GWAC-F60A R-band+2 mag
GWAC-F60A B-band-1 mag
Figure 1. The multi-wavelength light curves of
GWAC180415A since the first detection reported by ASAS-
SN survey. All the magnitudes are not corrected for the
Galactic extinction. The overplotted vertical arrows mark
the epochs when the spectra were obtained by us.
0 10 20 30
AAVSO V-band
GWAC-F60A B-band
GWAC-F60A V-band
GWAC-F60A R-band
GWAC-F60A I-band - 1mag
Figure 2. The same as the Figure 1, but for
GWAC181017A.
enable us to firmly exclude an existence of a rebright-
ening. Thanks to the early monitor by GWAC and
GWAC-F60A/B telescopes, the peak amplitude of the
superoutburst is inferred to be ∼ 6 mag.
4.2. Spectral evolution
The spectral evolution of the three superoutbursts is
shown in Figures 4-6. The epochs when these spectra
were obtained are marked in Figures 1-3 by the verti-
cal arrows. The blue continuum plus emission and ab-
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0 10 20 30 40
AAVSO V-band
GWAC
GWAC-F60A/B R-band
GWAC-F60A/B B-band
KAIT V-band-1.5mag
KAIT B-band-2mag
KAIT R-band-1mag
KAIT I-band-0.5mag
Figure 3. The same as the Figure 1, but for
GWAC181211A.
sorption features are typical of a superoutburst of a DN
(e.g., Wu et al. 2001; Baba et al. 2002; Zhao et al.
2006; Sheets et al. 2007; Hiroi et al. 2009; Breedt et al.
2014; Neustroev et al. 2017). The details are described
for each DN as follows.
4.2.1. GWAC180415A
The spectra of GWAC180415A were obtained in its
rebrightening phase. A weak and possible double-
peaked Hα emission line can be identified in all five
spectra. The four flux-calibrated spectra are dominated
by the high-order broad Balmer absorption lines at the
blue end. A transition from emission to absorption is
revealed from the line profile of Hβ, which clearly shows
a broad absorption superposed with a narrow emission
profile at the line center. The broad Balmer absorp-
tions and superposed narrow emission lines are believed
to be emitted from an optically thick disk and cool gas
at the outer disk, respectively (e.g., Clark & Bowyer
1984; Chen & Lin 1989). The Hα and Hβ emission line
profiles corrected by an absorption line described by a
Gaussian function are illustrated in the bottom and mid-
dle rows in Figure 7 for two epochs (i.e., 16 and 23 April
2018). Based on the correction of the absorption lines,
the Balmer decrements Hα/Hβ are measured to be∼ 1.4
and ∼ 1.5; however, the uncertainties are relatively large
because of the low S/N. The flat decrements suggest
that the Balmer emission lines are produced in an op-
tically thick accretion disk in the rebrightening stage in
GWAC180415A.
In addition, there are two notches at ∼4600A˚ and
∼5200A˚ in the first two spectra taken by LJT/YFOSC
on 16 Apr 2018. Although without a convincing iden-
tification, we tentatively identify them as absorptions
caused by Fe+ ions.
There is no detectable He IIλ4686, He Iλ5016,
He Iλ6678 or Bowen blend in the spectra. This is quite
interesting because Pavlenko et al. (2019) argued that
this object is potentially an intermediate polar (IP).
The argument of an IP is a strong 22-min brightness
modulation that is superimposed on superhumps in only
the rebrightening and decline phaseswhich is however
inconsistent with the observed spectra. It is known that
IPs are typical of strong He IIλ4686 and Bowen lines
(e.g., Negueruela et al. 2000; Saito et al. 2010). We
admit that our spectra were all obtained in the outburst
phase. A spectrum taken in quiescent state is helpful
for further distinguishing.
4.2.2. GWAC181017A
Only one spectrum was obtained for GWAC181017A
on 17 October 2018. In addition to the Hα emission line,
the He IIλ4686 and C III/N IIIλλ4634 − 4651 emission
are clearly detected. We measure the Hα/Hβ line ratio
by direct integration, resulting in a rather flat value of
∼ 2.0. Again, the Balmer emission lines probably come
from an optically thick accretion disk. The He II emis-
sion line is believed to be produced by a hot chromsphere
or coronas above the disk (e.g., Williams 1995; Sarty &
Wu 2006).
4.2.3. GWAC181211A
The spectra of GWAC181211A are typical of a DN.
The Hα emission line resulting from the accretion disk
exhibits a double-peaked profile in three out of the four
cases. The He IIλ4686 and C III/N IIIλλ4634−4651 line
can be identified in the first two spectra (see the refer-
ences cited above). The He Iλ5016+C IV/C III emis-
sion can be marginally identified in the first spectrum
taken one day after the onset of the superoutburst. The
absorption-corrected Hα and Hβ emission line profiles
are shown in the top row of Figure 7 for the spectrum
taken on 12 December 2018. The Balmer decrement is
measured to be large, ∼ 5.6, suggesting optically thin
condition for the Balmer line-emission region. However,
once again, the uncertainty is large because of the low
S/N and model-dependent measurement of Hβ.
4.3. Period Analysis
All three superoutbursts exhibit an ordinary super-
hump in their light curves, which allows us to perform a
period analysis to infer their basic physical parameters.
The period analysis is carried out by using the PDM
(Stellingwerf 1978) task in the IRAF package.
The left-upper panel in Figure 8 presents the early
(< 0.25 day) AAVSO light curve of GWAC180415A, re-
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4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
Apr16UT16:00
FeII?
Apr16UT18:00
Apr20
Apr23
May03
Figure 4. Temporal spectral evolution of the transient
GWAC180415A at the five different epochs from April 16
to May 03, 2018. The spectra are shifted vertically by an
arbitrary amount for visibility. The Balmer features, along
with the possible Fe IIλ4600 and 5200 features, are marked
on the top spectrum.
4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
Oct 17, 2018
Figure 5. The spectrum of GWAC181017A taken in
October 17, 2018. The Balmer features, along with the
He IIλ4686+C III/N III, are marked on the spectrum.
vealing a transition from a raising stage to a declining
stage. The upper-right panel shows the derived super-
hump period, P = 0.0604 day. To obtain a more reliable
period, we remove the underlying transition by a cubic
spline function which is overplotted with the black solid
line in the upper-left panel of Figure 8. After removing
the underlying transition (the left-lower panel), the su-
4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
Dec 12, 2018
Dec 14, 2018
Dec 19, 2018
Jan 04, 2019
Figure 6. The same as in Figure 4 but for GWAC181211A.
In addition to the Balmer lines, the He IIλ4686+C III/N III
and He Iλ5016+C IV/C III features are marked on the top
spectrum.
4800 4850 4900 6450 6500 6550 6600 6650
Figure 7. The absorption corrected Hβ (left panels) and
Hα (right panels) emission line profiles. In each panel, the
observed profile and the modeled Gaussian absorption are
plotted by the solid and long dashed lines, respectively. The
short dashed line denotes the residual profile after removing
the modeled absorption.
perhump period is determined to be P = 0.0563(1) day
(the right-lower panel).
The corresponding phase-averaged light curve is
shown in the upper panel in Figure 9. One can see
from the plot that there is a clear double-wave modu-
lations, typical of the early superhump usually detected
in the early raising stage in a WZ Sge-type object (see
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Kato 2015 for a review). The existence of an early su-
perhump whose period is extremely close to the orbital
period has been, in fact, adopted as a modern definition
of WZ Sge-type objects. The early superhump is well
understood by the 2:1 resonance that is unique for the
binary system with a mass ratio q < 0.1 (e.g., Osaki
& Myer 2003). The phase-averaged light curve of the
ordinary superhump, built from the latter light curve, is
plotted in the lower panel in Figure 9. The superhump
period of 0.0605 day is highly consistent with the value
of 0.057-0.060 days measured by Pavlenko et al. (2019).
Figures 10 and 11 present the phase-averaged light
curves of the ordinary superhumps of GWAC181017A
and GWAC181121A, respectively. For GWAC181121A,
no early superhump period could be measured from the
early-time light curve provided by the GWAC’s cameras,
although the raising stage has been covered.
The resulted superhump period PSH derived from our
period analysis are given in Column (2) in Table 5.
Without a measured early superhump period, we esti-
mate the orbital period Porb from the widely used re-
lationship ε = −3.3 × 10−2 + 0.84PSH/day (Stolz &
Schoembs 1984), where ε is the superhump excess de-
fined as ε = (PSH − Porb)/Porb. For each superout-
burst, the inferred Porb and ε are listed in the first row
of Column (3) and (4) in Table 5, respectively. For
GWAC180415A, the values in brackets are inferred from
the double-wave modulation identified in its early-time
light curve. Because a few WZ-sge type objects with
short Porb and small ε are found to be outliers of the
Stolz-Schoembs relationship, the second row presents
the corresponding values obtained from a more mod-
ern relationship Porb = 0.91652(52)PSH+5.39(52) given
by Gaensicke et al. (2009), where both Porb and PSH
are in a unit of minute.
One can see from the table that both relationships
return consistent results. Both GWAC180415A and
GWAC181211A have a small ε ∼ 0.02, while a large
ε ∼ 0.04 can be found for GWAC181017A. Column
(4) lists the mass ratio q that is determined from the
empirical relationship ε = 0.16q + 0.25q2 (Patterson
et al. 1998, 2005; Kato et al. 2009; Patterson 2011).
Given their similar values of ε, both GWAC180415A
and GWAC181211A are associated with a q ≈ 0.1, typ-
ical of WZ Sge-type DNe. A larger q ≈ 0.2 is, however,
revealed in GWAC181017A.
5. DISCUSSION
We report our photometric and spectroscopic moni-
tors of three DN superoutbursts independently detected
by the GWAC system in 2018. Based on a combina-
tion of our follow-up observations and the data extracted
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Figure 8. A comparison of the period analysis on the early
light curve of GWAC180415A. The left-upper panel shows
the original light curve, and the right-upper panel the corre-
sponding period analysis. The left-lower panel presents the
light curve after a fitted sinusoidal function, which is over-
plotted on the left-upper panel by a solid line, is removed.
The corresponding period analysis is illustrated in the right-
lower panel.
P=0.0581(1) day
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
P=0.0605(1) day
Figure 9. Upper panel: the averaged phase plot of the early
light curve of GWAC180415A. Lower panel: the same as the
upper panel but for the late ordinary superhump.
Table 5. Period analysis of the three superoutbursts
Transients PSH Porb ε q
day day
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
GWAC180415A 0.0605 0.0594(0.0563) 0.0178(0.0746) 0.0967(0.313)
0.0592 0.0220 0.1163
GWAC181017A 0.0800 0.0770 0.0389 0.1879
0.0770 0.0390 0.1883
GWAC181211A 0.0598 0.0587 0.0181 0.0981
0.0585 0.0222 0.1173
from the AAVSO, our period analysis of the associated
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2
P=0.080(1) day
Figure 10. The average phase plot of the superhump of
GWAC181017A.
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
P=0.05976(5) day
Figure 11. The same as Figure 10 but for GWAC181211A.
superhumps enables us to identify GWAC180415A and
GWAC181211A as two new WZ Sge-type objects, both
with small values of ε < 0.02 and q < 0.1. Relatively
large values of ε ∼ 0.04 and q ∼ 0.2 are found to be asso-
ciated with GWAC181017A. After correction of the ab-
sorption features, a relatively flat Balmer emission-line
decrement Hα/Hβ < 2 is revealed in GWAC180415A
and GWAC181017A, and a large value of Hα/Hβ = 5.6
in GWAC181211A.
Although the normal outburst of a DN can be well un-
derstood by the disk instability (e.g., Warner 1995), a
different origin is necessary for the superoutburst. Pat-
terson et al. (1981) and Osaki (1985) proposed that
the superoutburst results from enhanced mass transfer;
however, this is inconsistent with the early superhump
detected in the raising stage (Ishioka et al. 2002). Os-
aki & Kato (2013) instead suggests that superoutburst
are caused by a thermal-tidal instability with constant
mass transfer. A model with either an extremely low-α
(< 0.003) or a magnetically truncated disk is required
to reproduce the long burst interval observed in the WZ
Sge-type DNe,
We argue that the identification of GWAC180415A as
a WZ Sge-type DN is additionally supported by several
observed rebrightenings with a total duration of about
two weeks, although the exact mechanism of the re-
brightening is still under debate. Proposed mechanisms
include an enhanced α value due to magnetohydrody-
namics (e.g., Osaki et al. 2001), accretion of the matter
beyond the 3:1 resonance (e.g., Kato et al. 1998), and
repeat reflections of transverse waves in the disk (e.g.,
Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister 2015).
We estimate the mass of the secondary star in the
three DNe from the inferred corresponding mass ratio q.
The mean mass of WD (MWD) is 0.81±0.04M⊙ in CVs
(Savoury et al. 2011), and 0.621M⊙ in the field SDSS
magnitude-limited WD sample (Tremblay et al. 2016).
With a range of 0.6M⊙ ≤ MWD ≤ 0.8M⊙, the mass
of the secondary is inferred to be 0.058M⊙ ≤ M2 ≤
0.094M⊙, 0.113M⊙ ≤ M2 ≤ 0.153M⊙, and 0.073M⊙ ≤
M2 ≤ 0.095M⊙ for GWAC180415A, GWAC181017A
and GWAC181211A, respectively. Given the inferred
masses of the secondary, we could not entirely ex-
clude an existence of a BD in GWAC180415A and
GWAC181211A.
The possible existence of a BD secondary in GWAC180415A
is further supported by the detection of the quiescent
counterpart in the IR by WISE (Cutri et al. 2013,
and references therein), although a contamination by
a foreground or background source cannot be entirely
excluded because of the low spatial resolution of WISE.
Among the four IR bands, the object is detected only
in the first two short bands: w1(3.4µm) = 17.17± 0.13
mag and w2(4.6µm) = 16.22 ± 0.20 mag, implying an
extremely red IR color of w1 − w2 = 0.95 mag. There
are no measurements in the J-, H-, and K-bands.
We first model the ultraviolet (UV) through IR spec-
tral energy distribution (SED) of the quiescent counter-
part of GWAC180415A by a linear combination of two
blackbodies through χ2 minimization, deriving a WD
temperature of T1 = 11, 400 ± 500K and a companion
temperature of T2 = 950 ± 40K; see Figure 12. The
resulted reduced χ2 is 2.16 for 9 data points and 4 free
parameters. We additionally model the SED by the the-
oretical grid of spectra of a pure hydrogen atmosphere
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given by Tremblay & Bergeron (2009). The surface grav-
ity is fixed to be log g = 8.0 (cgs unit) in our modeling,
which is the typical value of log g of the modeled atmo-
spheric parameters of nearby WDs (Giammichele et al.
2012). We at first fit the SED and calculate the cor-
responding χ2 statistics for a series of theoretical spec-
tra with fixed effective temperature Teff . The matching
is based on only the UV and optical bands. The best
match with the lowest χ2 returns a consistent WD tem-
perature Teff = 11, 000K. With the determined temper-
ature and the assumed surface gravity, the WD mass is
inferred to be 0.603M⊙ from the DA model grid calcu-
lated by Tremblay et al. (2011), suggesting a mass of
the secondary of 0.058M⊙.
0.1 1
Figure 12. The multi-wavelength SED (the red points)
of SDSSJ120857.3+191656.5, the quiescent counterpart of
GWAC180415A, from FUV to infrared. The data are ex-
tracted from Galex (Martin et al. 2005), SDSS (Abazajian
et al. 2009) and WISE (Cutri et al. 2013). The green solid
and dashed lines show the best fit by a linear combination of
two blackbodies and the corresponding 1σ confidence level.
The blue line is the best fit theoretical spectrum with a tem-
perature of T = 11, 000K that is extracted from the pure
hydrogen grid built by Tremblay & Bergeron (2009).
For the quiescent counterpart of GWAC181211A, we
model the corresponding SDSS DR14 spectrum by the
same theoretical spectral grid by the same method. The
surface gravity is again fixed to be log g = 8.0 since the
modeling is found to be insensitive to the value of log g
because of the poor S/N, which means there are only
two free parameters. By ignoring the weak emission at
the line centers of Hα and Hβ in the fitting, the best
fit shows that the observed spectrum can be well repro-
duced by a model spectrum with T = 10, 000K, shown
in Figure 13. The WD mass is therefore inferred to be
0.6M⊙ through the same method, suggesting a mass of
the secondary of 0.059M⊙.
4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
Figure 13. An illustration of the modeling of the SDSS
DR14 spectrum of SDSSJ014823.29-004807.4, the quiescent
counterpart of GWAC181211A. The observed spectrum and
the best fit DA model with a temperature of T = 10, 000K
are shown by the black solid and red dashed curves, respec-
tively.
Figure 14 shows the Porb − ε(q) diagram that is
a powerful tool for describing the evolution of a CV
(e.g., Howell et al. 2001). Comparison of the ob-
servations and the theoretical evolution track with a
MWD = 0.75M⊙ given by Knigge et al. (2011) con-
firms that both GWAC180415A and GWAC181211A
are WZ Sge-type objects close to the period minimum
because the locations of the two superoutbursts coincide
with those of the previously confirmed WZ Sge-type ob-
jects. The comparison suggests that GWAC181017A
is a prebouncer system. We argue that this result
is further supported by the detection of the quiescent
counterpart by WISE. The quiescent counterpart of
GWAC181017A has w1(3.4µm) = 17.19±0.13 mag and
w2(4.6µm) = 17.29 ± 0.54 mag, giving an IR color of
w1 − w2 = −0.1 mag. This color differs from that of
GWAC180415A significantly, implying a more massive
secondary in GWAC181017A than in GWAC180415A.
By extracting it from the Pan-STARRS1 surveys catalog
(Chambers et al. 2016), the more massive secondary can
be additionally inferred from its red color, r − i = 0.31
mag.
6. CONCLUSION
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-1.4 -1.2 -1 -0.8
Figure 14. The ε − Porb diagram. The red stars mark
the positions of the three superoutbursts studied in this pa-
per. The two stars connected with a dashed line denotes the
two measurements of GWAC180415A. One is based on the
periods of both early light curve and late ordinary super-
hump, and the another on the ordinary superhump period
only. The black dots denote the pre-bouncer systems given
in Patterson (2011), and the green ones the confirmed WZ
Sge-type DNe taken from Kato (2015). The dashed blue line
is the theoretically predicted evolutionary track of a CV with
a WD mass of 0.75M⊙ provided in Kingge et al. (2011).
We report photometric and spectroscopic follow-
up observations of the superoutbursts of three DNe
(GWAC180415A, GWAC181017A and GWAC181211A)
that were identified independently by ASAS-SN and
the Ground Wide-angle Cameras system. The mass
ratios estimated from the period analysis of the ordi-
nary superhumps are 0.0967-0.1163, 0.1879-0.1883 and
0.0981-0.1173 for GWAC180415A, GWAC181017A and
GWAC181211A (respectively). GWAC180415A shows
not only long duration (∼ 2 weeks) multiple rebright-
enings with an amplitude of about 3-4 magnitudes, but
also an early superhump associated with a double-wave
modulation, which indicates a firm identification of the
object as a WZ sge-type DNe. GWAC181211A is a WZ
sge-type DNe candidate taking into account of its small
mass ratio. The measured Balmer decrements suggest
the Balmer line emission is produced from an optical
thick region in GWAC180415A and GWAC181017A,
and from an optical thin region in GWAC181211A.
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APPENDIX
A. DESIGNATION OF GWAC SYSTEM
A refractive telescope with an effective aperture size of 18 cm is adopted for each camera. A field corrector composed
of 8 lenses is designed for each camera to correct the comet aberration at the edge of the FoV. The f -ratio is f/1.2
for each camera, resulting in a FoV of 150deg2 and a spatial resolution of 11.7′′·pixel−1 when each of the cameras is
equipped with a 4096×4096 E2V back-illuminated CCD chip operating in the 0.5 to 0.85 µm band. All the CCDs with
a full well of about 105e− are operated at a gain of about 2e− ADU−1. The readout noise is 13e− pixel−1 for each
chip when the readout time is set to 5 seconds. The thermoelectric coolers can keep the CCDs at a temperature of
-50◦C, which is acceptable because at this temperature the noise of a broad-band and large-area sky survey is mainly
contributed by the sky background rather than the dark current. No filters are used in order to have a relatively deep
detection capability. In a 10 s exposure, limiting magnitudes of mV = 15 and mV = 16 mag
5 can be reached at a
significance of 5σ during full moon and new moon, respectively, and the cameras saturate for objects brighter than
mV = 11 mag.
The GWAC cameras adopt a German equatorial mount tracking in both axes, a superior choice for an all-sky survey.
Each mount carries four cameras (called a “unit” of the GWAC system) pointing to different sky areas, so the total
FoV of each unit is ∼ 600 deg2. The maximum slew velocity of the mounts is 1.5◦ s−1 for both axes. The tracking
accuracy over 5 minutes is better than 2′′ at the zenith. A closed loop based on the astrometry of the detected stars
is used to guarantee high tracking accuracy during a long-duration observation.
B. SURVEY STRATEGY
As a start point, we divide the whole sky into several grids having equivalent areas that correspond to the FoV of one
GWAC unit. In the survey, each GWAC unit is assigned to a given grid. The monitor duration is from half an hour to
as long as six hours for an individual grid. When making the observing schedule, the grids with a Galactic latitude of
b < 20◦ are avoided, since the extremely high star density in the GWAC images greatly reduces the detection efficiency
of any transient. During the survey, a minimum angular distance from the center of each grid to the Moon is necessary
for avoiding both strong sky background and bright stray light recorded in the GWAC images. The minimum distance
depends on the lunar phase: 30◦when the phase is less than 0.5, 40◦when the phase is 0.5-0.75, and 40◦ when the
phase is >0.75.
Based on the catalog cross-match method, a dedicated real-time transient detection pipeline has been developed for
the GWAC system. Briefly, all the point sources detected in each GWAC image are compared to a reference catalog to
find transient candidates. The reference catalog is produced by combining the constantly updated local GWAC catalog
and the available catalogs provided by other whole sky surveys such as the USNO B1.0. The local GWAC catalog is
built from stacked, high-quality reference images taken by the GWAC system in advance. This strategy based on a
combination of catalogs has advantages. On the one hand, the public astronomical catalogs are static, which would
result in heavy pollution from false positives such as the known long-term variable stars (e.g., Mira variable stars).
On the other hand, although the false positive issue can be somewhat addressed by the local GWAC catalog, the
completeness of the catalog is reduced in some cases. For example, some faint objects around very bright stars are
difficult to be found in the GWAC images with low spatial resolution, and they are consequently excluded from the
local GWAC catalog.
We note that the combination of the local GWAC catalog and the archive catalogs must be finely tuned, since the
density of stars in each field is different. A list of proper and auto-adapted parameters should be set to ensure that the
used reference catalog not only is complete at the sensitivity limit of the GWAC cameras, but also does not contain
too many redundant faint objects. For the GWAC system, the reference images and the reference catalog are updated
as long as new images with higher quality are obtained.
In addition to real optical transients, the transient candidates detected by the GWAC detection pipeline include
asteroids, meteors, satellites, comets, airplanes, hot pixels, dust on the mirror or CCD, and image defects. Algorithms
are involved in our pipeline to filter out these false-positives and contamination. Some of them, such as satellites, can
be efficiently removed by analyzing a series of more than two consecutive images. A pipeline based on machine-learning
5 The white-band magnitude can be well calibrated and transformed to the R−band in the Johnson system. In order to be consistent
with the requirement of GWAC system presented in the white paper (Wei et al. 2016), the corresponding V−band magnitude is obtained
by transfroming from the calibrated R−band magnitude by assuming a spectrum of a G-type star.
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algorithm has been developed to filter out the variable hot pixels and dust (Xu et al. in preparation). For slowly
moving objects (e.g., minor planets), custom-developed software has been running in the local database to predict the
positions and brightnesses for all the known minor planets. The prediction can be cross-matched with the observed sky
position of a transient candidate in real time when a new alert is generated. The accuracy of this dedicated software
are better than 0.5′, which has been checked with the predictions given by MPC6 on-line.
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